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SALES
COMPENSATION
OVERVIEW
Sales compensation software automates
the administration and accounting of
incentive plans and commissions based on
multiple customizable policies including
employee role, sale type, and staff
member
tenure.
It
permits
sales
professionals to see their quotas and
progress, while allowing management to
create reports to get insights into sales
performance. The platform is used by
sales, administration, and accounting
teams.
As sales compensation models are
typically different compared to other
business structures, this software enables
a company’s accounting practices to
become
less
error-prone
and
time-intensive.
Sales
compensation
software is usually deployed as part of a
wider compensation software ecosystem.
The system integrates with other sales
applications like sales gamification, sales
analytics,
and
sales
performance
management.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Sales Compensation software based on the
FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF SALES COMPENSATION
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT CALLIDUSCLOUD

CallidusCloud is now SAP Sales Cloud, part of the
SAP Customer Experience division of SAP. We help
sales teams sell faster and perform better, using
AI-driven software that transforms your company’s
lead-to-cash process. Our full suite of sales process
tools includes sales automation, incentive
management, Configure Price, Quote (CPQ),
coaching and sales enablement.

209
Customer references from
happy CallidusCloud users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"The Nokia sales excellence program was a major shift in our global sales methodology and aimed to not only strengthen
our relationship with customers but also encourage our salespeople to increase revenues. We selected Callidus
TrueComp to underpin this shift as it provided us with the tools to administer sales compensation globally."
Samir Qureshi
Director of Global Sales Compensation, Nokia

"We needed an efficient and flexible system to help implement new incentive programs quickly, ensure alignment
between our incentive programs and corporate objectives, improve sales productivity, retain our top-performers, and
enhance corporate governance and compliance. Comba is pleased to partner with Callidus Software and leverage its…
Simon Yeung
COO, Comba

"After a comprehensive market evaluation, Callidus Software came out the clear leader in the Sales Performance
Management space. Callidus' ability to deliver a scalable, flexible incentive compensation and analytics platform, its
ability to deliver real-time accessibility and ease of use for our indirect sales channel users, and its proven track record…
Alexander Sragner
CIO, Kabel Deutschland

"Callidus TrueComp enabled TELUS Communications to work more efficiently, have
more coverage with less resources, and increase sales team satisfaction."
Lynn Salekin
Senior Sales Incentive Manager, Telus
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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ABOUT ICONIXX
Iconixx empowers companies to leverage incentive
compensation programs to drive business results. And
they've been doing it for over 15 years with over 300
implemented solutions. The Iconixx product suite –
Iconixx Sales, Iconixx Incentive and Iconixx Merit –
makes the company a one-stop resource to automate
sales, incentives, bonuses and the merit process. These
performance and compensation management solutions
allow businesses to more easily manage these items.

33
Customer references from
happy Iconixx users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“We are excited to be able to provide our team with an automated solution to motivate our sales
reps. With Iconixx, we have a much more efficent commission payment process.”
Mike Henry
Senior Vice President of Business Services, WideOpenWest

"Each day we distribute over 100,000 products across multiple channels to customers throughout the
world. We needed a solution to manage multiple compensation plans for a large number of employees,
products and orders. Iconixx Sales took away our complex and cumbersome manual processes and
replaced them with an automated, accurate and timely solution."
Grainger

"Our old system was frustrating since data and payout information was delivered only
once per quarter. With Iconixx, the data is available in near-real time. We can access
key metrics on demand, and the cycle from sale to payout is much swifter."
DISA Global

“We use Iconixx to calculate commissions on a monthly basis. Iconixx automates and provides us with accurate
commission calculations for our very complex compensation plans. Their willingness to work collaboratively with their
customers for the success of the automation project is the main driver to our partnership with Iconixx!”
Jane Williams
Financial Analyst, Bioventus
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ABOUT VARICENT
Varicent is an innovative software provider delivering
measurable improvements for customers through their
industry-leading incentive compensation and sales
performance management solutions. Their team’s in-depth
understanding of and experience in assisting sales
organizations to improve performance and drive profitability,
combined with their robust network fo best-in-class partners
across the globe, enable them to provide solutions to
enterprise and mid-market businesses looking to increase
sales efficiency and improve effectiveness.

23
Customer references from
happy Varicent users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"With Varicent we are now able to see results within 48 hours of closing our books. In the past, it would
typically take two weeks before we could even see partial results. Varicent has revolutionized our ability to
see results, which has enabled better customer service and dramatically improved payment accuracy."
Shaun Hunt
Director of Compensation, Elavon

"Using analytics to drive positive sales behaviors has cut the cost of sales and improved
our bottom line."
Sheri Stroop
Manager of Special Projects, Shaw Industries

"The model allows us to acknowledge the fact that some sales take more time and more skill
than others, and to make sure that our sales associates are rewarded accordingly. Ultimately, it’s
about giving our guests a shopping experience that makes them feel good about themselves."
Alan Teixeira
Vice President Human Resources, Compensation & Benefits, Destination XL Group

"Varicent offered everything we needed: a simple tool for creating and managing compensation
plans, a powerful engine for calculating commission payments, and a user-friendly interface that
provides instant insight and analytics for salespeople and their managers."
Christopher Murray
Financial Controller, Logicalis
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ABOUT XACTLY CORPORATION
Xactly Corporation is a market leader in on-demand sales performance management.
The company’s SPM Suite of products enables sales and finance executives to design,
implement, manage, audit and optimize sales compensation management programs
easily and affordably. Xactly’s solutions automate the process of aggregating data from
disparate systems into a secure, hosted repository, and enable companies to leverage
this business data, which is the lifeblood of sales performance management. Xactly helps
companies improve operational performance, optimize sales effectiveness, proactively
manage risk and compliance, and maximize profits. The Xactly family of products is used
by sales and finance executives, compensation analysts, sales operations and sales
professionals across a variety of industries, ranging from SMBs to large enterprises. For
more information, visit www.xactlycorp.com or call 1-866-GO-XACTLY

145
Customer references from happy
Xactly Corporation users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Xactly has taken the area of sales compensation to a different level – we’re not just talking
about the pay, we’re talking about how we go to market, we’re talking about sales strategy and
how we support our sales organization."
Ely Lai
Sr. Director, Global Sales Compensation, DocuSign

“The sales team uses the estimation feature to see the potential commission they will earn if they
book a deal in one month vs. the next, and how it impacts their quota attainment. They love it.”
Prashant Gupta
Senior Field & Corporate Financial Analyst and Salesforce Admin, Digital Guardian

“Our users love Xactly, they love the interface, they love the ability to get information on their
mobile devices, and the ability to produce results with a much higher level of accuracy.”
Robert Ron
Vice President of Finance & Global Operations, Automic

“We have been using Xactly Incent™ and Analytics for several years now and find it invaluable in
our compensation process overall. It is easy to use and the sales reps are thrilled to view their
compensation any time they wish.”
Jill Bann
Director of Sales Operations, RSM McGladrey
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2020 TOP PERFORMERS
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ABOUT PAYFACTORS
Payfactors is a full suite of cloud-based
compensation data management tools built using
revolutionary technology. Their collaborative
solution puts you and your team at the center of it
all. They get rid of the manual processes that eat
up all your time, and integrate all your data and
survey sources into one simple, seamless spot.

8
Customer references from
happy Payfactors users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"After using another vendor for many years, this system is a breath of fresh air!
Payfactors combines ease of use with state-of-the- art technology."
Glen Szot
Compensation Manager, Waste Management

"Payfactors has eased the burden of what we need to do from a comp standpoint, and
allows us time to do the other things that we have to do."
Barb Kieffer
Director, Compensation and Benefits, Fox Valley Technical College

"Payfactors has the best interface of all the providers we reviewed. We are very happy
we picked Payfactors."
Laura Cremente
Senior Compensation Analyst, NRG

"Payfactors is the most comprehensive and powerful compensation data management
application in the market place. Their customer service is absolutely the most professional and
pleasant to deal with."
Drew Brown
Global Compensation Partner, Ivanti
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ABOUT PERFORMIO
Performio has been offering sales performance management
software for businesses looking to automate their sales
compensation calculations and provide increased transparency to
their sales reps. Used by companies such as Johnson & Johnson and
Vodafone, Performio is a new breed of sales compensation software
that combines the enterprise-grade functionality you need with the
ease of use you’ve come to expect from modern software
applications. Since its inception, they’ve saved more than 500,000
administrative hours and calculated more than a billion dollars in
commissions.

13
Customer references from
happy Performio users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“One of the biggest selling points was that Performio was more flexible. They were willing to
grow their product to suit our needs. They were very responsive to changes and things we
needed tweaked. So far we’ve built over 500 comp plans in Performio.”
Michael Van Horn
Director of Regional Business Manager, Nexstar Media Group

“With the Performio solution, everything was simple compared to all the unnecessarily complicated and convoluted ways
of the other systems. Our financial controller asked for a demo view of the system with some of our most complicated
calculations. Using our own data, Performio demonstrated the simplicity of creating calculations and how it works.…
Nicole Horan
Head of Finance Operations and Commissions Governance, Vodafone Australia

“We are really happy with Performio. The product helps us drive automation and continuous
improvement. I have been involved in a number of software implementations and Performio has
been by far the smoothest. The end result exceeded expectations.”
Andrea Haviley
Director, Financial Planning & Analytics, Veeva Systems

“Since Performio, it’s maybe one-fourth of an FTE. The calculations have never been so accurate
and are done in a fraction of the time. So now the person handling commissions has the
bandwidth to do so much more like payroll and helping integrate our two acquisitions.”
Krysten Macklosky
Lead Finance Analyst, Validity
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ABOUT QCOMMISSION
QCommission is a powerful, flexible sales commission software. It
calculates your salespeople’s compensation accurately and reduces
errors related to spreadsheets and manual methods. It allows you to
calculate commissions as soon as the commission period is over and
saves a lot of time. It can communicate calculated commissions in a
detailed and clear manner. QCommission allows the compensation
administrator to establish payees, products, customers, plans,
incentives, quotas, payment frequency, etc. in the system. It allows
the establishment of crediting and calculation rules for various
incentives. It helps to enter or import performance transactions into
the system and calculate incentives as frequently as necessary.

126
Customer references from
happy QCommission users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Before QCommission, I was going nuts with spreadsheets and the multiple email reports from our sales people. We were
always making revisions, and never knew for sure if our figures were right. Ever since getting QCommission, I can be at
ease, knowing all calculations are correct. The commissions are also calculated quickly and the application is user…
Kristin Stenerodden
Office Manager, JPC Inc.

“QCommission completely streamlined my payroll process. I was looking for an automated commission software that
would fit our specific needs. I met with the QCommission team over the phone and they tailored the software to do
exactly what I needed. After doing commission by hand, QC saves me probably an entire day’s worth of work each…
Jeff Wilson
NV Real Estate Academy

"We did some research and finally decided to select QCommission because this is the only software on
earth that can calculate on summary line of QuickBooks invoice with splits and Manager Override. No other
software could calculate Gross profit from all Purchase orders for the matching paid invoice."
Dana Cisneros
Office Manager, Innovative Computing Systems

“I was very happy to see those results. I could see overrides and company commissions being calculated without having
to specify them in the transactions. I like the way the statement shows the number of splits on the transactions with the
correct commission amounts. I will definitely recommend this solution to others."
Alexis Blagg
Office Manager, WestCorp Financial Service
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2020 RISING STARS
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ABOUT CURO
CURO was founded in January 2010 and welcomed
their first enterprise clients in 2011. Their founders
comprise of technology and compensation experts.
Their team has years of practical experience in
managing large and complex annual compensation
reviews and successful enterprise software firms.
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Customer references
from happy CURO users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We couldn’t be happier with our selection of Curo for compensation management. The system more than met our
objectives by facilitating an organized and effective annual compensation process. The responsiveness and level of
subject matter expertise that the Curo team possess is a model for software vendors.”
Foy Wallace
Vice President, Human Resources, JP Energy

“Introducing CURO Compensation Management to automate and manage our compensation processes has brought
rigour and control to our global processes. Curo’s deep domain knowledge in reward and compensation, the
functionality and configurability of the software and the consultancy support provided enabled us to re-engineer and…
Debora Cangiano
EMEA Head of Reward & Processes Excellence, BSI Group

“The ease and configurability of Curo’s software has proven to be an invaluable piece of our compensation strategy.
Curo’s ability to handle our complex compensation processes has allowed our team to spend more time focusing on the
impact of our compensation strategy versus the process itself. We are now confident that our company will execute an…
Liam Bax-Branagan
Manager, Renumeration and HR Analytics, Programmed

“Curo Compensation Management user-friendly interface has helped us to transform our manual processes and enable
decision makers with the key decision support to deliver the right pay to the right people. We were concerned about the
ability to meet our challenging implementation timeline but Curo’s professional services team delivered a process…
Brien Risher
Chief Financial Officer, Cambridge International Systems
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ABOUT CAPTIVATEIQ
CaptivateIQ is building an innovative product that
empowers companies to manage and tailor their mission
critical sales incentive compensation programs for their
workforce. Many of the fastest-growing high technology
companies use CaptivateIQ to deliver these
compensation programs across their teams. They're
backed by leading SaaS investors including Amity
Ventures, Bessemer Venture Partners, Foundation
Capital, S28 Capital, and Y-Combinator.
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Customer references from
happy CaptivateIQ users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Hours saved going forward quickly add up. I also appreciate the flexibility of CaptivateIQ and
how I can tailor my commission plan with a quick update. CaptivateIQ has been extremely
helpful - big time kudos to them for all their hard work!"
Modesto Morales
Manager, Accounting, Heap

"CaptivateIQ has been huge for us. It's been valuable for sanity checking calculations and
avoiding discrepancies. The biggest win has been transparency with our sales team. The
individual statements have significantly reduced the amount of support we need to provide."
Carl Ehrnrooth
Director, Operations, Lever

"CaptivateIQ allows us to eliminate manual calculation of commissions. We are able to process
commissions faster and more accurately as well as give managers the ability to review their
team's numbers easily."
Alison Oppel
Revenue Accountant, Accounting, Springbuk

"CaptivateIQ has been able to provide the visibility and transparency I need for our reps. The
biggest benefit I found is being set-up for scale. The tool offers endless flexibility, but broken
down strategically into the different components."
Courtney Schissler
HR & Business Operations Specialist, Securly
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ABOUT INCENTIVES SOLUTIONS
Incentives Solutions develops and delivers best-of-breed, flexible
and comprehensive sales performance measurement and incentive
pay enabling systems that increase employee motivation and output,
while significantly decreasing administrative inefficiencies and IT
costs associated with compensation and incentive payouts.
Incentives Solutions has become a leading vendor for holistic
measurement and reward systems that produce outstanding value
with low TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) and high ROI. Incentives
Solutions’ customers include medium and large enterprises and a
wide spectrum of global organizations within various markets.
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Customer references from happy
Incentives Solutions users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“The Sell & Fly Program powered by INCENTIVES-SPM offered us the ability to have an ongoing
positive communications experience with the front line travel agents. We are up-close and
personal with our distribution channels as people.”
Uri Danor
Sales Manager, El Al Israel Airlines

“The ability to independently model and simulate new incentives programs enables the on-going introduction of new
incentives programs in accordance with our strategic goals and a tactical focus on incentives payments, thus effectively
managing and increasing the performance level of our Sales force and CSR’s.”
Miki Barkan
VP Marketing, AIG

“We found a real partnership with Incentives Solutions. The solution as well as the professional implementation process,
allowed us to deploy our models in an effective manner and reach the entire global sales organization. The availability,
transparency, and up-to-date visibility of information allow the entire sales to have a ‘finger on the pulse’ and attain…
Eli Glikman
Chief Executive Officer, ZIM

"Pelephone has introduced major changes to its internal business process following the implementation of INCENTIVES
Software. We had reduced the manual process completely and moved over to automatic process. With these changes
we created significant efficiencies in manpower and more importantly achieved accurate payments and eliminated…
Tamir Avni
HR Manager, Pelephone
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